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Background 

Due to regulatory requirements and a need to search for and access 

information an International bank based in Greece required 34 million files 

of data to be converted from a film based media (COM Computer Output to 

Microfilm) to electronic searchable files. The data was extremely sensitive 

and so they enlisted the services of one of the most prestigious Document 

Management (DM) solutions providers in the world with whom they would 

entrust the complete process.  
 

To ensure the success of the project the DM Supplier sought the knowledge 

and expertise of SunRise who would provide the equipment, training and 

project support. 

 

Challenge 

The DM Supplier was required to not only scan the fiche from which to 

capture the 34 million files but also then process them into text searchable 

PDF documents. In order to achieve this the supplier would require 

extremely sensitive microfilm scanners capable of capturing fine detail in 

order to assist with the accuracy of the OCR processing of the scanned 

files. 
 

Time restraints meant the entire project needed completing within a very 

tight deadline of only twelve weeks making speed, efficiency and reliability 

of the microfilm scanning product chosen to be of the highest level. With all 

these factors in mind the DM Supplier looked to SunRise in order to support 

them in achieving the required objectives.  

 

Beyond the large scope of the project, SunRise quickly assessed two key 

challenges from the outset. Firstly the location, that being Greece where the 

microfilm scanning market is extremely small and secondly the ongoing 

technical support required in servicing and maintaining the scanners - which 

would be running two shifts per day seven days per week.  

AT A GLANCE 

 

LOCATION  

Athens, Greece 

INDUSTRY 

International Bank and Market 

Leading DM provider 

CHALLENGE 

Digitisation of 34 million images 

from COM fiche. 

 

 

SUNRISE SERVICES  
International Equipment Rental 

Project Management & Support 

Technical Support & Training  
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Process 

The DM Supplier visited SunRise, in the UK, where complete testing and 

sampling of the fiche took place in order to provide a proof of concept. 

SunRise then worked closely with the DM Supplier to ensure accurate 

throughput information could be supplied allowing for the calculation of work 

hours and equipment to complete the 34 million scans within the twelve week 

timeframe. 
 

SunRise planned the project implementation and managed the start-up phase. 

Operational support was constantly available. 
 

SunRise also assisted with direction on the best practices when using the 

equipment in order to achieve the expected results consistently throughout the 

project. Full training was provided to ensure operators knew the equipment 

and fully understood the processes they would be following. 
 

SunRise provided five high speed Apollo HS fiche scanning systems which 

were used for sixteen hours per day, seven days per week with a 98% uptime 

rate. By working in partnership with SunRise the project was completed on 

time and within budget with little or no disruption in the scanning process which 

was key in keeping cost down and achieving SLA deadlines. 

 

Results 

The DM Supplier processed 170,000 COM Fiche, containing 34,000,000 

images for the bank which were Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

processed into text searchable PDF files. 
 

The Bank met all Regulatory time scales and are now able to search for and 

locate individual or groups of files. They can find information almost instantly 

now - something they were never able to do with the information stored on 

microfiche. 
 

The entire project was successfully delivered on time and within budget. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 
 

 Operational processes were 
created by SunRise on behalf 
of DM Supplier 

 Full staff training provided 

 Project implementation and 
support given during project 

 34 million records were to be 
digitised 

 Processed over 170,000 COM 
Fiche with accuracy as close 
to 100 percent as possible 

 Optical Character Recognition 
processing was performed 
enabling PDF files to be text 
searchable 
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SunRise was selected as a service provider not only due to its high quality scanning 
hardware but it’s experience/knowledge of the conversion process, project 
implementation capabilities and ongoing project support. 


